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Insurance professionals, businessowners and human resource managers have a practical guide
to understanding the increasingly important area of employment practices liability and the
insurance coverages to protect against them. This book addresses the claims an employee can
bring, risk management techniques to avoid or lessen the potentiality of a claim, and the
insurance available to cover those claims.

"....A long-needed collection of information on how specific problems have been approached
and solved....To me the most valuable use of Technical Brief is not how to copy how someone
else solved a particular problem, but to see the approach, materials, and techniques that were
used which give me an idea how I might approach the problems I need to solve." Robert R.
Scales, Ph.D., Dean of USC School of TheatreFrom the PublisherSome articles included are:
Building Authentic Elizabethan Ruffs; Simple and Inexpensive Stained Glass; A Quick-Load
Floor Pulley Design; A Simple Approach to Stretching Drops; Flexi-Pitch Escape Stairs; Spot-
Welding Scrim with Sobo; Handrail Armatures for a Grand Staircase; The Triscuit-Studwall Deck
System; A Frameless Turntable; Stand on Stage: Minimum Weight, Maximum Effect; A Self-
Paging Cable Tray; Roller Chain Turntable Drives; A Bench-Built XLR Cable TesterAbout the
AuthorBen Sammler is currently the Chairman of the Department of Technical Design and
Production for Yale School of Drama. He is the Production Supervisor for Yale Repertory Theatre
and has over seen over 150 productions. Ben Sammler is also an experienced lighting designer
and technical director with over 15 years of teaching experience, as well as the co-author of
Structural Design for the Stage, 1999 (Focal Press), winner of the Golden Pen Award presented
by USITT in 2000.Don Harvey has been a professor at Yale School of Drama since 1985. He is
currenlty an adjunct Professor.Read more
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Underwriter CompanyEmployment Practices Liability: Guide to Risk Exposures and Coverage,
2nd EditionBritton D. Weimer, J.D.; Eric D. Satre, J.D.; Andrew F. Whitman, Ph.D., J.D., CLU,
CPCU; and T. Michael Speidel, D.D.S., J.D.Highlights of the 2nd EditionThis edition of
Employment Practices Liability: Guide to Risk Exposures and Coverage enables you to take the
necessary three steps toward an effective employment practices risk management plan: • 
Recognizing the exposure areas •  Developing practices aimed at exposure •  Obtaining
liability coverages for the risksOrganized to lead you from the simple to the complex, the first
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features such as: •  A chart on the State Complaint Process, including state-specific contact
information and insights on how the complaint process is started in each state •  Completely
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Categories and Lower Business Size Limits, and Potential Awards for Employment
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publisher is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other professional service. If legal
advice or other expert assistance is required, the services of a competent professional person
should be sought.— from a Declaration of Principles jointly adopted by a Committee of the
American Bar Association and a Committee of Publishers and Associations.Copyright © 2012
byTHE NATIONAL UNDERWRITER COMPANY5081 Olympic Blvd.Erlanger, KY 41018All rights
reserved.No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or
transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or
otherwise, without prior written permission of the publisher.Includes copyrighted material of
Insurance Services Office, Inc., with its permission.This product includes information which is
proprietary to Insurance Services Office, Inc. ISO does not guarantee the accuracy or timeliness
of the ISO information provided. ISO shall not be liable for any loss or damage of any kind and
howsoever caused resulting from your use of the ISO information.International Standard Book
Number: 978-1-938130-64-9Printed in the United States of AmericaAbout Summit Business
MediaSummit Business Media is the leading B2B media and information company serving the
insurance, financial, legal and investment advisory markets. Summit strives to be “The Next
Generation of Business Information” for executives and practitioners by providing breaking news
and analysis, in-depth practice management strategies, business-building techniques and
actionable data. Summit services the information needs of its customers through numerous
channels, including digital, print, and live events. Summit publishes 16 magazines and 150
reference titles, operates 20 websites and hosts a dozen conferences, including the world’s
largest mining investment conference held each year in South Africa. Summit’s Marketing Data
division provides detailed information on millions of benefits plans, agents and advisors in the
U.S.Summit employs more than 300 employees in ten offices across the United States. For more
information, please visit www.summitbusinessmedia.com.About The National Underwriter
CompanyFor over 110 years, The National Underwriter Company has been the first in line with
the targeted tax, insurance, and financial planning information you need to make critical
business decisions. Boasting nearly a century of expert experience, our reputable Editors are
dedicated to putting accurate and relevant information right at your fingertips. With Tax Facts,



Tools & Techniques, National Underwriter Advanced Markets, Field Guide, FC&S®, and other
resources available in print, for tablets and other mobile devices, on CD, as eBooks, and online.
You can be sure that as the industry evolves National Underwriter will be at the forefront with the
thorough and easy-to-use resources you rely on for success.The National Underwriter Company
Update Service NotificationThis National Underwriter Company publication is regularly updated
to include coverage of developments and changes that affect the content. If you did not
purchase this publication directly from The National Underwriter Company and you want to
receive these important updates sent on a 30-day review basis and billed separately, please
contact us at (800) 543-0874. Or you can mail your request with your name, company, address,
and the title of the book to:The National Underwriter Company5081 Olympic BoulevardErlanger,
KY 41018If you purchased this publication from The National Underwriter Company directly, you
have already been registered for the update service.National Underwriter Company Contact
InformationTo order any National Underwriter Company title, please •  call 1-800-543-0874, 8-6
ET Monday – Thursday and 8 to 5 ET Friday •  online bookstore at
www.nationalunderwriter.com, or •  mail to The National Underwriter Company, Orders
Department, 5081 Olympic Blvd, Erlanger, KY 41018PrefaceAs employment practices claims
become more and more prevalent, and those claims lead to ever-increasing exposures, it is
increasingly essential for employers to develop a plan to manage those employment
risks.Employment risks, like other business risks, can and should be managed and minimized.
Three necessary steps to an effective employment practices risk management plan include: 1.
Recognizing the exposure areas;2. Developing practices aimed at reducing the exposure;
and3. Obtaining liability coverage for the risks.Recognizing and identifying the risks is a
necessary first step to create practices aimed at decreasing those risks. For example, in a
termination of an employee, a company that has developed a culture of documentation of
employment issues can significantly decrease the risks associated with a termination. Likewise,
awareness of issues concerning retaliation claims helps companies establish practical
safeguards to prevent those types of claims.Another expanding area of significant exposure is
wage and hour (FLSA) claims. Thus, in recent years, many proactive companies have looked at
the classification of their employees to determine whether they have been properly classified for
overtime purposes. Improper classifications of a position as exempt from overtime, as opposed
to non-exempt, have led to numerous expensive, multiple-employee claims against employers.
The expenses associated with possible mistakes in employee classification include double the
unpaid overtime, as well as attorney fees for the employee as well as the employer. Obviously,
those claims can result in a disastrous outcome for the business involved.Of course, EPL
insurance is available to cover most common employment claims, including FLSA claims.
However, not all policies have the same coverages and exclusions, and so a careful analysis of
coverage is an essential component of employment risk management.This book is a practical
guide to each of the three steps that must be considered when an employer wants to manage
the risks associated with maintaining employees. In this guide you will find a comprehensive



discussion of the current trends in exposure areas for employers. You will also find a discussion
of practices that will help employers to avoid those exposure areas.Finally, this book can be
used as a guide to understanding EPL policies and the other liability policies that are available to
companies when managing those risks. In nearly a quarter century of litigating employment
practice claims, I have seen many companies that have effective risk management strategies in
place. Those companies often do not face litigation. However, when litigation arises, they have
the defenses available to them from proper policies and procedure, along with liability insurance
coverage that fills the cracks that might arise when human error or other unforeseen
circumstances result in a claim.The smartest companies approach this issue with the same
strategic approach they apply to other risks of doing business. Those companies evaluate the
risks, put in place the procedures to minimize those risks, and then make certain that they have
obtained the necessary coverage in the event that a claim is made.On the other hand, far too
often, a company that has not considered EPL practices an important part of their business will
be dragged into time-consuming, risky litigation that could have been avoided or minimized. As
discussed in this book, the costs associated with failing to maintain adequate practices in
employment can be devastating. Furthermore, the failure to maintain proper practices and
coverage can cripple a business.Hopefully you will use this book as a practical guide to assist
you in understanding EPL exposures most companies face, developing practices that will limit
those risks, and understanding the insurance coverages that are available as an important
prophylactic risk management tool.Eric D. Satre, Esq.June 2012About the AuthorsBritton D.
Weimer, J.D., is an attorney with over twenty-five years of commercial litigation experience. He
practices primarily in EPL defense, EPL coverage, D&O coverage, D&O defense, and other
commercial litigation and risk management. He is licensed to practice law in Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Texas, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals, and the United States Supreme Court.
Mr. Weimer is the coauthor of several insurance and risk management books, including CGL
Policy Handbook (Second Edition, Wolters Kluwer 2012), Minnesota Practice: Insurance Law
and Practice (Second Edition, Thomson West 2010), and Law of Commercial Insurance Agents
and Brokers (Thomson West 2007), as well as the first edition of Employment Practices Liability
(National Underwriter 1998). He is a founding partner in the law firm of Jones Satre & Weimer
PLLC, a commercial litigation firm in Bloomington, Minnesota.Eric D. Satre, J.D., is an attorney
with over twenty-five years of commercial litigation experience, primarily in employment cases.
His peers have recognized him as a “Super Lawyer” many times through the Journal of Law and
Politics polls and named him one of the “Top 40 Employment Law Super Lawyers in Minnesota.”
He has been invited to comment on employment matters on the MacNeil Lehrer News Hour,
Almanac, Wisconsin Public Radio, ABC Nightly News and CBS News shows. In addition, he has
provided commentary on employment law-related matters for the Minneapolis Star Tribune and
the St. Paul Pioneer Press. He is a founding partner of Jones Satre & Weimer PLLC and
cochairs the firm’s Employment Practice Group and the Wages and Overtime Practice
Group.Andrew F. Whitman, Ph.D., J.D., CLU, CPCU, has extensive experience in insurance law



and risk management as Deputy Commissioner and Acting Chief Counsel for the Pennsylvania
Insurance Department, as an attorney admitted to practice in Pennsylvania and Minnesota, and
as a Professor of Insurance at the University of Minnesota Carlson School of Management. Dr.
Whitman serves as an insurance consultant and expert witness, has authored many
publications, and has taught numerous university courses and executive development seminars
on risk management and insurance.T. Michael Speidel, D.D.S., J.D., is an attorney and dentist
who has practiced in dental and medical malpractice, insurance, corporate law, partnership law,
and other areas of concern to professionals. Dr. Speidel was Professor of Orthodontics at the
University of Minnesota and practiced law as a partner with Hagglund, Weimer & Speidel in
Minneapolis.About the EditorsRosalie L. Donlon, J.D., is the owner of Donlon Editorial Services,
a firm providing writing and editorial services, primarily for business-to-business publications.
She is a graduate of the University of Toledo College of Law (Ohio), where she earned her Juris
Doctor degree, and a graduate of Fairfield University (Connecticut) with a Bachelor of Arts in
History and Fine Arts. Ms. Donlon has written and edited publications on employment and labor
law, safety, retirement plans, healthcare compliance, and environmental law. In addition to her
experience in legal publishing, Ms. Donlon has been a benefits communications consultant with
Mercer Human Resource Consulting.As an acquisition editor with Wolters Kluwer Law and
Business, Ms. Donlon acquired print, electronic, and mobile content for the corporate counsel
market as well as for other compliance professionals. She also developed mobile applications
and eBooks for tablet devices and helped create blogs and Twitter feeds for several practice
areas.Editorial DirectorDiana B. Reitz, CPCU, AAI, is the editorial director of the Reference
Division of The National Underwriter Company. As such she is responsible for the overall
integrity of all division publications. She previously was the Director of the Property & Casualty
Publishing Department of the Reference Division.Ms. Reitz has been with The National
Underwriter Company since 1998, when she was named editor of the Risk Financing and Self-
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S. Caudill is a third year law student at Salmon P. Chase College of Law.Chapter 1: Employment
Practices Liability Policy Coverages and Exclusions“With the growth of employers’ liability for
discrimination, retaliation, harassment, wrongful termination, and other, similar torts committed
against employees (torts not involving physical injury and therefore not preempted by workers
compensation), demand has grown for ‘employment practices liability’ insurance.” So said Judge



Richard Posner in Krueger v. Royal Indemnity Co. (2007).1 In the years since Judge Posner
wrote these words, the number of claims and the demand for employment practices liability
insurance has continue to grow dramatically.Core PrinciplesEmployment practices liability (EPL)
insurance provides coverage to employers for “employment wrongful acts” that may result in a
claim for damages by a current, former or prospective employee.2 Such acts are “broadly
defined to include any error, misstatement, neglect, breach of duty, etc., in connection with an
alleged wrongful dismissal, sexual harassment, retaliation, or other unlawful treatment of an
employee.”3 Individual insurers began offering early forms of EPL policies in the late 1980s.
However, the policies became more prevalent in the early 1990s, in response to the Anita Hill/
Clarence Thomas Supreme Court confirmation hearings, the Civil Rights Act of 1991 (which
allowed private actions for damages for violations of Title VII), and various high-damage
discrimination and sexual harassment verdicts.While the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) intensified enforcement of the employment discrimination laws and
regulations, employers became increasingly concerned as they realized that their commercial
general liability (CGL), directors’ and officers’ liability (D&O), workers compensation and
employers liability (WC/EL), and other policies did not cover many employment-related claims.
The lack of coverage became even more pronounced as insurers began to introduce broad
employment-related practices (ERP) exclusions with their commercial liability policies. Working
with the insurance industry, the Insurance Services Office (ISO) introduced the first standardized
insurance program for EPL in 1998.4Some insurers, after adding the exclusion to CGL policies,
started writing specialty coverage for employment-practice liability (EPL coverage).5 The EPL
policy was “developed in response to a market created by narrow court interpretations of CGL
coverage of employment-related claims and the increasing use of the EPL exclusion to further
limit coverage. … The market, that is, consists of businesses seeking coverage which is not
otherwise available to them in part because of the EPL exclusion.”6 In addition to coverage for
civil actions, employers have recognized the need for insurance for administrative charges filed
with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and state and local agencies. The
number of charges filed with the EEOC has trended upwards, from 80,680 in 1997 to 99,947 in
2011.7 Of the EEOC charges filed in 2011, 35.4 percent alleged race discrimination, 28.5
percent alleged sex discrimination (including sexual harassment), 23.5 percent alleged age
discrimination, 25.8 percent alleged disability discrimination, 11.8 percent alleged national-
origin discrimination, 4.2 percent alleged religious discrimination, less than 1 percent alleged
equal pay violations, and 37.4 percent alleged retaliation under all statutes.8 The dollar amounts
that employers have had to pay have also trended upwards. In FY 2011 alone, the EEOC
obtained “more than $364.6 million in monetary benefits through its private sector administrative
enforcement activities, the highest level of monetary relief ever obtained by the Commission
through the administrative process. This is $45 million more than was recovered in FY 2010.”9
An EEOC chart showing charge statistics by category followsEEOC Litigation Statistics FY 1997-
FY 2011FY 1997FY 1998FY 1999FY 2000FY 2001FY 2002FY 2003FY 2004Total Charges80,68



079,59177,44479,89680,84084,44281,29379,432Race29,19928,82028,81928,94528,91229,91
028,52627,69636.20%36.20%37.30%36.20%35.80%35.40%35.10%34.90%Sex24,72824,4542
3,90725,19425,14025,53624,36224,24930.70%30.70%30.90%31.50%31.10%30.20%30.00%3
0.50%National Origin6,7126,7787,1087,7928,0259,0468,4508,3618.30%8.50%9.20%9.80%9.9
0%10.70%10.40%10.50%Religion1,7091,7861,8111,9392,1272,5722,5322,4662.10%2.20%2.
30%2.40%2.60%3.00%3.10%3.10%Color7629651,3031,2901,1351,3811,5509300.90%1.20%
1.70%1.60%1.40%1.60%1.90%1.20%Retaliation - All Statutes18,19819,11419,69421,61322,25
722,76822,69022,74022.60%24.00%25.40%27.10%27.50%27.00%27.90%28.60%Retaliation
- Title VII only16,39417,24617,88319,75320,40720,81420,61520,24020.30%21.70%23.10%24.
70%25.20%24.60%25.40%25.50%Age15,78515,19114,14116,00817,40519,92119,12417,837
19.60%19.10%18.30%20.00%21.50%23.60%23.50%22.50%Disability18,10817,80617,00715,8
6416,47015,96415,37715,37622.40%22.40%22.00%19.90%20.40%18.90%18.90%19.40%Equ
al Pay Act1,1341,0711,0441,2701,2511,2561,1671,0111.40%1.30%1.30%1.60%1.50%1.50%1.
40%1.30%GINA1. Suits filed or resolved under multiple statutes are also included in the tally of
suits filed under the particular statutes.2. The sum of the statute benefits in some years will be
different from total benefits for the year due to rounding.3. Monetary benefits recovered in suits
filed under multiple statutes are counted separately and are not included in the tally of suits filed
under any particular statute.FY 2005FY 2006FY 2007FY 2008FY 2009FY 2010FY 2011Total Ch
arges75,42875,76882,79295,40293,27799,92299,947Race26,74027,23830,51033,93733,5793
5,89035,39535.50%35.90%37.00%35.60%36.00%35.90%35.40%Sex23,09423,24724,82628,3
7228,02829,02928,53430.60%30.70%30.10%29.70%30.00%29.10%28.50%National Origin8,0
358,3279,39610,60111,13411,30411,83310.70%11.00%11.40%11.10%11.90%11.30%11.80%
Religion2,3402,5412,8803,2733,3863,7904,1513.10%3.40%3.50%3.40%3.60%3.80%4.20%Co
lor1,0691,2411,7352,6982,9432,7802,8321.40%1.60%2.10%2.80%3.20%2.80%2.80%Retaliati
on - All Statutes22,27822,55526,66332,69033,61336,25837,33429.50%29.80%32.30%34.30%
36.00%36.30%37.40%Retaliation - Title VII only19,42919,56023,37128,69828,94830,94831,42
925.80%25.80%28.30%30.10%31.00%31.00%31.40%Age16,58516,54819,10324,58222,7782
3,26423,46522.00%21.80%23.20%25.80%24.40%23.30%23.50%Disability14,89315,57517,73
419,45321,45125,16525,74219.70%20.60%21.40%20.40%23.00%25.20%25.80%Equal Pay A
ct9708618189549421,0449191.30%1.10%1.00%1.00%1.00%1.00%0.90%GINA2012450.20%
0.20%EEOC Litigation Statistics FY 1997-FY 2011 (Cont’d)EEOC Note: To improve the clarity
and completeness of the data on EEOC litigation activities, EEOC has changed the format for
presenting the count of cases filed and resolved by statute. Previously, cases were included in a
statute’s count only if that statute was the only statute involved. Suits filed under multiple statutes
were listed in a separate “concurrent” category. The new format includes suits under each
statute alleged, resulting in some suits being counted in more than one statute. There is no
longer a concurrent category.In addition, recent data validation efforts have caused changes in
some of the counts, and in the annual amounts of monetary benefits.Last accessed at http://
www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/statistics/enforcement/litigation.cfmNot surprisingly, then, the EPL



insurance market quickly expanded in the 1990s, and in 1998 ISO introduced its first standard
Employment Related Practices Liability (ERPL) form. ISO intended its form to become the
industry standard.10 Since 1998 the ISO ERPL form has gone through several revisions. In
2009, ISO introduced two versions of its form: one with joint limits for defense and indemnity [EP
00 01 11 09], and one with separate limits for defense and indemnity [EP 00 02 11 09].Cases on
EPL insurance coverage are generally decided under state insurance or contract law, even when
lawsuits are brought under federal statutes and in federal court. As with most insurance policies,
the terms and conditions of the policies themselves control coverage. When there is a dispute
over those terms and conditions, federal courts will apply state law in reaching a
decision.Practice Tip: The number of insurers that offer EPL coverage changes from year to
year, but at least fifty insurers offering the coverage can be found at most points in time. While
the ISO forms have been adopted by some smaller insurers, large to mid-size insurers generally
still use their own forms. Nevertheless, the ISO forms have become influential and have helped
standardize many of the basic coverages and exclusions. The ISO forms offer a baseline for
comparison with policies and forms from other insurers.Advanced AnalysisClaims for EPL
coverage may include many standard issues that are common to all insurance policies, as well
as those that are specific to employment practices. These issues are: •  claims-made versus
occurrence coverage,reporting/notice requirements, •  application misrepresentations, • 
covered wrongful acts, •  defense restrictions, •  package policies, and •  EPL
endorsements.Claims-Made vs. OccurrenceThe ISO policies, and virtually all other EPL
policies, are claims-made rather than occurrence policies. As the Connecticut Supreme Court
recently observed “The purpose behind ‘claims-made’ insurance [is] ‘to limit [the insurer’s]
liability to a fixed period of time.’ … This increased certainty permits an insurer to charge lower
premiums for this particular species of policy.”11 Thus, most EPL policies cover claims that are
first made during the policy period, including claims for acts occurring prior to the effective date
of the policy, as long as the claim is first made during the policy period. 12 An “occurrence”
policy protects the insured from liability for errors or acts done during the policy period, while a
claims-made policy protects the insured against claims asserted during the policy period.13
Cases involving the issue of claims-made versus occurrence generally concern the question of
what did the insured know and when did it become known. Dates are critical to establishing
coverage in EPL cases.Claim. Most EPL policies define “claim” to mean either a written demand
for relief or legal proceedings seeking damages. This definition will usually encompass demand
letters, administrative notices such as EEOC charges, and a traditional civil summons and
complaint.For example, the 2009 ISO policy has the following definition, which appears relatively
straightforward:“Claim” means a “suit” or demand made by or for a current, former or prospective
“employee” for damages because of an alleged “wrongful act.”14The ISO policy then
demonstrates the complexity of EPL coverage, by providing a detailed definition of the term
“suit” that encompasses civil suits, arbitration, mediation, and administrative
proceedings15:“Suit” means a civil proceeding in which damages because of a “wrongful act” to



which this insurance applies are alleged, including:1. An arbitration proceeding in which such
damages are claimed and to which the insured must submit or does submit with our consent;2.
Any other alternative dispute resolution proceeding in which such damages are claimed and to
which the insured submits with our consent; or3. Any administrative proceeding or hearing
conducted by a government agency (federal, state or local) having the proper legal authority
over the matter in which such damages are claimed.Table of ContentsPrefaceAbout the
AuthorsChapter 1: Employment Practices Liability Policy Coverages and ExclusionsCore
PrinciplesAdvanced AnalysisClaims-Made vs. OccurrenceReporting/Notice
RequirementsApplication MisrepresentationsCovered Wrongful ActsCommon
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FaithDefense FeesDeclaratory Judgment FeesReimbursement of Insurer FeesManaging the
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PrinciplesAdvanced AnalysisEmployee Misclassifications Under the FLSAConsiderations in
Evaluating FLSA LiabilityDoes FLSA Apply?Independent Contractor ExemptionOvertime
ExemptionsTip Wage CreditCalculating OvertimeOvertime ExceptionsExceptions to Working
TimeOther “Time Worked” IssuesFLSA Recordkeeping RequirementRisk Management
OverviewFree Internet Resources AvailableCore PrinciplesAdvanced AnalysisProtected
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CreedGenderAgeRFOADisabilityMilitary ServiceGenetic InformationNegligent
ManagementPermitted PracticesRisk Management OverviewCore PrinciplesAdvanced
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Department, 5081 Olympic Blvd, Erlanger, KY 41018PrefaceAs employment practices claims
become more and more prevalent, and those claims lead to ever-increasing exposures, it is
increasingly essential for employers to develop a plan to manage those employment
risks.Employment risks, like other business risks, can and should be managed and minimized.
Three necessary steps to an effective employment practices risk management plan include: 1.
Recognizing the exposure areas;2. Developing practices aimed at reducing the exposure;
and3. Obtaining liability coverage for the risks.Recognizing and identifying the risks is a



necessary first step to create practices aimed at decreasing those risks. For example, in a
termination of an employee, a company that has developed a culture of documentation of
employment issues can significantly decrease the risks associated with a termination. Likewise,
awareness of issues concerning retaliation claims helps companies establish practical
safeguards to prevent those types of claims.Another expanding area of significant exposure is
wage and hour (FLSA) claims. Thus, in recent years, many proactive companies have looked at
the classification of their employees to determine whether they have been properly classified for
overtime purposes. Improper classifications of a position as exempt from overtime, as opposed
to non-exempt, have led to numerous expensive, multiple-employee claims against employers.
The expenses associated with possible mistakes in employee classification include double the
unpaid overtime, as well as attorney fees for the employee as well as the employer. Obviously,
those claims can result in a disastrous outcome for the business involved.Of course, EPL
insurance is available to cover most common employment claims, including FLSA claims.
However, not all policies have the same coverages and exclusions, and so a careful analysis of
coverage is an essential component of employment risk management.This book is a practical
guide to each of the three steps that must be considered when an employer wants to manage
the risks associated with maintaining employees. In this guide you will find a comprehensive
discussion of the current trends in exposure areas for employers. You will also find a discussion
of practices that will help employers to avoid those exposure areas.Finally, this book can be
used as a guide to understanding EPL policies and the other liability policies that are available to
companies when managing those risks. In nearly a quarter century of litigating employment
practice claims, I have seen many companies that have effective risk management strategies in
place. Those companies often do not face litigation. However, when litigation arises, they have
the defenses available to them from proper policies and procedure, along with liability insurance
coverage that fills the cracks that might arise when human error or other unforeseen
circumstances result in a claim.The smartest companies approach this issue with the same
strategic approach they apply to other risks of doing business. Those companies evaluate the
risks, put in place the procedures to minimize those risks, and then make certain that they have
obtained the necessary coverage in the event that a claim is made.On the other hand, far too
often, a company that has not considered EPL practices an important part of their business will
be dragged into time-consuming, risky litigation that could have been avoided or minimized. As
discussed in this book, the costs associated with failing to maintain adequate practices in
employment can be devastating. Furthermore, the failure to maintain proper practices and
coverage can cripple a business.Hopefully you will use this book as a practical guide to assist
you in understanding EPL exposures most companies face, developing practices that will limit
those risks, and understanding the insurance coverages that are available as an important
prophylactic risk management tool.Eric D. Satre, Esq.June 2012PrefaceAs employment
practices claims become more and more prevalent, and those claims lead to ever-increasing
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Practices Liability Policy Coverages and Exclusions“With the growth of employers’ liability for
discrimination, retaliation, harassment, wrongful termination, and other, similar torts committed
against employees (torts not involving physical injury and therefore not preempted by workers
compensation), demand has grown for ‘employment practices liability’ insurance.” So said Judge
Richard Posner in Krueger v. Royal Indemnity Co. (2007).1 In the years since Judge Posner
wrote these words, the number of claims and the demand for employment practices liability



insurance has continue to grow dramatically.Core PrinciplesEmployment practices liability (EPL)
insurance provides coverage to employers for “employment wrongful acts” that may result in a
claim for damages by a current, former or prospective employee.2 Such acts are “broadly
defined to include any error, misstatement, neglect, breach of duty, etc., in connection with an
alleged wrongful dismissal, sexual harassment, retaliation, or other unlawful treatment of an
employee.”3 Individual insurers began offering early forms of EPL policies in the late 1980s.
However, the policies became more prevalent in the early 1990s, in response to the Anita Hill/
Clarence Thomas Supreme Court confirmation hearings, the Civil Rights Act of 1991 (which
allowed private actions for damages for violations of Title VII), and various high-damage
discrimination and sexual harassment verdicts.While the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) intensified enforcement of the employment discrimination laws and
regulations, employers became increasingly concerned as they realized that their commercial
general liability (CGL), directors’ and officers’ liability (D&O), workers compensation and
employers liability (WC/EL), and other policies did not cover many employment-related claims.
The lack of coverage became even more pronounced as insurers began to introduce broad
employment-related practices (ERP) exclusions with their commercial liability policies. Working
with the insurance industry, the Insurance Services Office (ISO) introduced the first standardized
insurance program for EPL in 1998.4Some insurers, after adding the exclusion to CGL policies,
started writing specialty coverage for employment-practice liability (EPL coverage).5 The EPL
policy was “developed in response to a market created by narrow court interpretations of CGL
coverage of employment-related claims and the increasing use of the EPL exclusion to further
limit coverage. … The market, that is, consists of businesses seeking coverage which is not
otherwise available to them in part because of the EPL exclusion.”6 In addition to coverage for
civil actions, employers have recognized the need for insurance for administrative charges filed
with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and state and local agencies. The
number of charges filed with the EEOC has trended upwards, from 80,680 in 1997 to 99,947 in
2011.7 Of the EEOC charges filed in 2011, 35.4 percent alleged race discrimination, 28.5
percent alleged sex discrimination (including sexual harassment), 23.5 percent alleged age
discrimination, 25.8 percent alleged disability discrimination, 11.8 percent alleged national-
origin discrimination, 4.2 percent alleged religious discrimination, less than 1 percent alleged
equal pay violations, and 37.4 percent alleged retaliation under all statutes.8 The dollar amounts
that employers have had to pay have also trended upwards. In FY 2011 alone, the EEOC
obtained “more than $364.6 million in monetary benefits through its private sector administrative
enforcement activities, the highest level of monetary relief ever obtained by the Commission
through the administrative process. This is $45 million more than was recovered in FY 2010.”9
An EEOC chart showing charge statistics by category followsEEOC Litigation Statistics FY 1997-
FY 2011FY 1997FY 1998FY 1999FY 2000FY 2001FY 2002FY 2003FY 2004Total Charges80,68
079,59177,44479,89680,84084,44281,29379,432Race29,19928,82028,81928,94528,91229,91
028,52627,69636.20%36.20%37.30%36.20%35.80%35.40%35.10%34.90%Sex24,72824,4542



3,90725,19425,14025,53624,36224,24930.70%30.70%30.90%31.50%31.10%30.20%30.00%3
0.50%National Origin6,7126,7787,1087,7928,0259,0468,4508,3618.30%8.50%9.20%9.80%9.9
0%10.70%10.40%10.50%Religion1,7091,7861,8111,9392,1272,5722,5322,4662.10%2.20%2.
30%2.40%2.60%3.00%3.10%3.10%Color7629651,3031,2901,1351,3811,5509300.90%1.20%
1.70%1.60%1.40%1.60%1.90%1.20%Retaliation - All Statutes18,19819,11419,69421,61322,25
722,76822,69022,74022.60%24.00%25.40%27.10%27.50%27.00%27.90%28.60%Retaliation
- Title VII only16,39417,24617,88319,75320,40720,81420,61520,24020.30%21.70%23.10%24.
70%25.20%24.60%25.40%25.50%Age15,78515,19114,14116,00817,40519,92119,12417,837
19.60%19.10%18.30%20.00%21.50%23.60%23.50%22.50%Disability18,10817,80617,00715,8
6416,47015,96415,37715,37622.40%22.40%22.00%19.90%20.40%18.90%18.90%19.40%Equ
al Pay Act1,1341,0711,0441,2701,2511,2561,1671,0111.40%1.30%1.30%1.60%1.50%1.50%1.
40%1.30%GINA1. Suits filed or resolved under multiple statutes are also included in the tally of
suits filed under the particular statutes.2. The sum of the statute benefits in some years will be
different from total benefits for the year due to rounding.3. Monetary benefits recovered in suits
filed under multiple statutes are counted separately and are not included in the tally of suits filed
under any particular statute.FY 2005FY 2006FY 2007FY 2008FY 2009FY 2010FY 2011Total Ch
arges75,42875,76882,79295,40293,27799,92299,947Race26,74027,23830,51033,93733,5793
5,89035,39535.50%35.90%37.00%35.60%36.00%35.90%35.40%Sex23,09423,24724,82628,3
7228,02829,02928,53430.60%30.70%30.10%29.70%30.00%29.10%28.50%National Origin8,0
358,3279,39610,60111,13411,30411,83310.70%11.00%11.40%11.10%11.90%11.30%11.80%
Religion2,3402,5412,8803,2733,3863,7904,1513.10%3.40%3.50%3.40%3.60%3.80%4.20%Co
lor1,0691,2411,7352,6982,9432,7802,8321.40%1.60%2.10%2.80%3.20%2.80%2.80%Retaliati
on - All Statutes22,27822,55526,66332,69033,61336,25837,33429.50%29.80%32.30%34.30%
36.00%36.30%37.40%Retaliation - Title VII only19,42919,56023,37128,69828,94830,94831,42
925.80%25.80%28.30%30.10%31.00%31.00%31.40%Age16,58516,54819,10324,58222,7782
3,26423,46522.00%21.80%23.20%25.80%24.40%23.30%23.50%Disability14,89315,57517,73
419,45321,45125,16525,74219.70%20.60%21.40%20.40%23.00%25.20%25.80%Equal Pay A
ct9708618189549421,0449191.30%1.10%1.00%1.00%1.00%1.00%0.90%GINA2012450.20%
0.20%EEOC Litigation Statistics FY 1997-FY 2011 (Cont’d)EEOC Note: To improve the clarity
and completeness of the data on EEOC litigation activities, EEOC has changed the format for
presenting the count of cases filed and resolved by statute. Previously, cases were included in a
statute’s count only if that statute was the only statute involved. Suits filed under multiple statutes
were listed in a separate “concurrent” category. The new format includes suits under each
statute alleged, resulting in some suits being counted in more than one statute. There is no
longer a concurrent category.In addition, recent data validation efforts have caused changes in
some of the counts, and in the annual amounts of monetary benefits.Last accessed at http://
www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/statistics/enforcement/litigation.cfmNot surprisingly, then, the EPL
insurance market quickly expanded in the 1990s, and in 1998 ISO introduced its first standard
Employment Related Practices Liability (ERPL) form. ISO intended its form to become the



industry standard.10 Since 1998 the ISO ERPL form has gone through several revisions. In
2009, ISO introduced two versions of its form: one with joint limits for defense and indemnity [EP
00 01 11 09], and one with separate limits for defense and indemnity [EP 00 02 11 09].Cases on
EPL insurance coverage are generally decided under state insurance or contract law, even when
lawsuits are brought under federal statutes and in federal court. As with most insurance policies,
the terms and conditions of the policies themselves control coverage. When there is a dispute
over those terms and conditions, federal courts will apply state law in reaching a
decision.Practice Tip: The number of insurers that offer EPL coverage changes from year to
year, but at least fifty insurers offering the coverage can be found at most points in time. While
the ISO forms have been adopted by some smaller insurers, large to mid-size insurers generally
still use their own forms. Nevertheless, the ISO forms have become influential and have helped
standardize many of the basic coverages and exclusions. The ISO forms offer a baseline for
comparison with policies and forms from other insurers.Advanced AnalysisClaims for EPL
coverage may include many standard issues that are common to all insurance policies, as well
as those that are specific to employment practices. These issues are: •  claims-made versus
occurrence coverage,reporting/notice requirements, •  application misrepresentations, • 
covered wrongful acts, •  defense restrictions, •  package policies, and •  EPL
endorsements.Claims-Made vs. OccurrenceThe ISO policies, and virtually all other EPL
policies, are claims-made rather than occurrence policies. As the Connecticut Supreme Court
recently observed “The purpose behind ‘claims-made’ insurance [is] ‘to limit [the insurer’s]
liability to a fixed period of time.’ … This increased certainty permits an insurer to charge lower
premiums for this particular species of policy.”11 Thus, most EPL policies cover claims that are
first made during the policy period, including claims for acts occurring prior to the effective date
of the policy, as long as the claim is first made during the policy period. 12 An “occurrence”
policy protects the insured from liability for errors or acts done during the policy period, while a
claims-made policy protects the insured against claims asserted during the policy period.13
Cases involving the issue of claims-made versus occurrence generally concern the question of
what did the insured know and when did it become known. Dates are critical to establishing
coverage in EPL cases.Claim. Most EPL policies define “claim” to mean either a written demand
for relief or legal proceedings seeking damages. This definition will usually encompass demand
letters, administrative notices such as EEOC charges, and a traditional civil summons and
complaint.For example, the 2009 ISO policy has the following definition, which appears relatively
straightforward:“Claim” means a “suit” or demand made by or for a current, former or prospective
“employee” for damages because of an alleged “wrongful act.”14The ISO policy then
demonstrates the complexity of EPL coverage, by providing a detailed definition of the term
“suit” that encompasses civil suits, arbitration, mediation, and administrative
proceedings15:“Suit” means a civil proceeding in which damages because of a “wrongful act” to
which this insurance applies are alleged, including:1. An arbitration proceeding in which such
damages are claimed and to which the insured must submit or does submit with our consent;2.



Any other alternative dispute resolution proceeding in which such damages are claimed and to
which the insured submits with our consent; or3. Any administrative proceeding or hearing
conducted by a government agency (federal, state or local) having the proper legal authority
over the matter in which such damages are claimed.Chapter 1: Employment Practices Liability
Policy Coverages and Exclusions“With the growth of employers’ liability for discrimination,
retaliation, harassment, wrongful termination, and other, similar torts committed against
employees (torts not involving physical injury and therefore not preempted by workers
compensation), demand has grown for ‘employment practices liability’ insurance.” So said Judge
Richard Posner in Krueger v. Royal Indemnity Co. (2007).1 In the years since Judge Posner
wrote these words, the number of claims and the demand for employment practices liability
insurance has continue to grow dramatically.Core PrinciplesEmployment practices liability (EPL)
insurance provides coverage to employers for “employment wrongful acts” that may result in a
claim for damages by a current, former or prospective employee.2 Such acts are “broadly
defined to include any error, misstatement, neglect, breach of duty, etc., in connection with an
alleged wrongful dismissal, sexual harassment, retaliation, or other unlawful treatment of an
employee.”3 Individual insurers began offering early forms of EPL policies in the late 1980s.
However, the policies became more prevalent in the early 1990s, in response to the Anita Hill/
Clarence Thomas Supreme Court confirmation hearings, the Civil Rights Act of 1991 (which
allowed private actions for damages for violations of Title VII), and various high-damage
discrimination and sexual harassment verdicts.While the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) intensified enforcement of the employment discrimination laws and
regulations, employers became increasingly concerned as they realized that their commercial
general liability (CGL), directors’ and officers’ liability (D&O), workers compensation and
employers liability (WC/EL), and other policies did not cover many employment-related claims.
The lack of coverage became even more pronounced as insurers began to introduce broad
employment-related practices (ERP) exclusions with their commercial liability policies. Working
with the insurance industry, the Insurance Services Office (ISO) introduced the first standardized
insurance program for EPL in 1998.4Some insurers, after adding the exclusion to CGL policies,
started writing specialty coverage for employment-practice liability (EPL coverage).5 The EPL
policy was “developed in response to a market created by narrow court interpretations of CGL
coverage of employment-related claims and the increasing use of the EPL exclusion to further
limit coverage. … The market, that is, consists of businesses seeking coverage which is not
otherwise available to them in part because of the EPL exclusion.”6 In addition to coverage for
civil actions, employers have recognized the need for insurance for administrative charges filed
with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and state and local agencies. The
number of charges filed with the EEOC has trended upwards, from 80,680 in 1997 to 99,947 in
2011.7 Of the EEOC charges filed in 2011, 35.4 percent alleged race discrimination, 28.5
percent alleged sex discrimination (including sexual harassment), 23.5 percent alleged age
discrimination, 25.8 percent alleged disability discrimination, 11.8 percent alleged national-



origin discrimination, 4.2 percent alleged religious discrimination, less than 1 percent alleged
equal pay violations, and 37.4 percent alleged retaliation under all statutes.8 The dollar amounts
that employers have had to pay have also trended upwards. In FY 2011 alone, the EEOC
obtained “more than $364.6 million in monetary benefits through its private sector administrative
enforcement activities, the highest level of monetary relief ever obtained by the Commission
through the administrative process. This is $45 million more than was recovered in FY 2010.”9
An EEOC chart showing charge statistics by category followsEEOC Litigation Statistics FY 1997-
FY 2011FY 1997FY 1998FY 1999FY 2000FY 2001FY 2002FY 2003FY 2004Total Charges80,68
079,59177,44479,89680,84084,44281,29379,432Race29,19928,82028,81928,94528,91229,91
028,52627,69636.20%36.20%37.30%36.20%35.80%35.40%35.10%34.90%Sex24,72824,4542
3,90725,19425,14025,53624,36224,24930.70%30.70%30.90%31.50%31.10%30.20%30.00%3
0.50%National Origin6,7126,7787,1087,7928,0259,0468,4508,3618.30%8.50%9.20%9.80%9.9
0%10.70%10.40%10.50%Religion1,7091,7861,8111,9392,1272,5722,5322,4662.10%2.20%2.
30%2.40%2.60%3.00%3.10%3.10%Color7629651,3031,2901,1351,3811,5509300.90%1.20%
1.70%1.60%1.40%1.60%1.90%1.20%Retaliation - All Statutes18,19819,11419,69421,61322,25
722,76822,69022,74022.60%24.00%25.40%27.10%27.50%27.00%27.90%28.60%Retaliation
- Title VII only16,39417,24617,88319,75320,40720,81420,61520,24020.30%21.70%23.10%24.
70%25.20%24.60%25.40%25.50%Age15,78515,19114,14116,00817,40519,92119,12417,837
19.60%19.10%18.30%20.00%21.50%23.60%23.50%22.50%Disability18,10817,80617,00715,8
6416,47015,96415,37715,37622.40%22.40%22.00%19.90%20.40%18.90%18.90%19.40%Equ
al Pay Act1,1341,0711,0441,2701,2511,2561,1671,0111.40%1.30%1.30%1.60%1.50%1.50%1.
40%1.30%GINAFY 1997FY 1997FY 1998FY 1998FY 1999FY 1999FY 2000FY 2000FY 2001FY
2001FY 2002FY 2002FY 2003FY 2003FY 2004FY 2004Total ChargesTotal Charges80,68080,68
079,59179,59177,44477,44479,89679,89680,84080,84084,44284,44281,29381,29379,43279,4
32RaceRace29,19929,19928,82028,82028,81928,81928,94528,94528,91228,91229,91029,91
028,52628,52627,69627,69636.20%36.20%36.20%36.20%37.30%37.30%36.20%36.20%35.8
0%35.80%35.40%35.40%35.10%35.10%34.90%34.90%SexSex24,72824,72824,45424,45423,
90723,90725,19425,19425,14025,14025,53625,53624,36224,36224,24924,24930.70%30.70%
30.70%30.70%30.90%30.90%31.50%31.50%31.10%31.10%30.20%30.20%30.00%30.00%30.
50%30.50%National OriginNational Origin6,7126,7126,7786,7787,1087,1087,7927,7928,0258,
0259,0469,0468,4508,4508,3618,3618.30%8.30%8.50%8.50%9.20%9.20%9.80%9.80%9.90%
9.90%10.70%10.70%10.40%10.40%10.50%10.50%ReligionReligion1,7091,7091,7861,7861,8
111,8111,9391,9392,1272,1272,5722,5722,5322,5322,4662,4662.10%2.10%2.20%2.20%2.30
%2.30%2.40%2.40%2.60%2.60%3.00%3.00%3.10%3.10%3.10%3.10%ColorColor762762965
9651,3031,3031,2901,2901,1351,1351,3811,3811,5501,5509309300.90%0.90%1.20%1.20%1.
70%1.70%1.60%1.60%1.40%1.40%1.60%1.60%1.90%1.90%1.20%1.20%Retaliation - All
StatutesRetaliation - All Statutes18,19818,19819,11419,11419,69419,69421,61321,61322,2572
2,25722,76822,76822,69022,69022,74022,74022.60%22.60%24.00%24.00%25.40%25.40%2
7.10%27.10%27.50%27.50%27.00%27.00%27.90%27.90%28.60%28.60%Retaliation - Title



VII onlyRetaliation - Title VII only16,39416,39417,24617,24617,88317,88319,75319,75320,4072
0,40720,81420,81420,61520,61520,24020,24020.30%20.30%21.70%21.70%23.10%23.10%2
4.70%24.70%25.20%25.20%24.60%24.60%25.40%25.40%25.50%25.50%AgeAge15,78515,7
8515,19115,19114,14114,14116,00816,00817,40517,40519,92119,92119,12419,12417,83717,
83719.60%19.60%19.10%19.10%18.30%18.30%20.00%20.00%21.50%21.50%23.60%23.60
%23.50%23.50%22.50%22.50%DisabilityDisability18,10818,10817,80617,80617,00717,00715,
86415,86416,47016,47015,96415,96415,37715,37715,37615,37622.40%22.40%22.40%22.40
%22.00%22.00%19.90%19.90%20.40%20.40%18.90%18.90%18.90%18.90%19.40%19.40%E
qual Pay ActEqual Pay Act1,1341,1341,0711,0711,0441,0441,2701,2701,2511,2511,2561,2561
,1671,1671,0111,0111.40%1.40%1.30%1.30%1.30%1.30%1.60%1.60%1.50%1.50%1.50%1.5
0%1.40%1.40%1.30%1.30%GINAGINA1. Suits filed or resolved under multiple statutes are
also included in the tally of suits filed under the particular statutes.2. The sum of the statute
benefits in some years will be different from total benefits for the year due to rounding.3.
Monetary benefits recovered in suits filed under multiple statutes are counted separately and
are not included in the tally of suits filed under any particular statute.FY 2005FY 2006FY 2007FY
2008FY 2009FY 2010FY 2011Total Charges75,42875,76882,79295,40293,27799,92299,947Ra
ce26,74027,23830,51033,93733,57935,89035,39535.50%35.90%37.00%35.60%36.00%35.90
%35.40%Sex23,09423,24724,82628,37228,02829,02928,53430.60%30.70%30.10%29.70%30
.00%29.10%28.50%National Origin8,0358,3279,39610,60111,13411,30411,83310.70%11.00%
11.40%11.10%11.90%11.30%11.80%Religion2,3402,5412,8803,2733,3863,7904,1513.10%3.
40%3.50%3.40%3.60%3.80%4.20%Color1,0691,2411,7352,6982,9432,7802,8321.40%1.60%
2.10%2.80%3.20%2.80%2.80%Retaliation - All Statutes22,27822,55526,66332,69033,61336,2
5837,33429.50%29.80%32.30%34.30%36.00%36.30%37.40%Retaliation - Title VII only19,429
19,56023,37128,69828,94830,94831,42925.80%25.80%28.30%30.10%31.00%31.00%31.40%
Age16,58516,54819,10324,58222,77823,26423,46522.00%21.80%23.20%25.80%24.40%23.3
0%23.50%Disability14,89315,57517,73419,45321,45125,16525,74219.70%20.60%21.40%20.
40%23.00%25.20%25.80%Equal Pay Act9708618189549421,0449191.30%1.10%1.00%1.00%
1.00%1.00%0.90%GINA2012450.20%0.20%FY 2005FY 2005FY 2006FY 2006FY 2007FY
2007FY 2008FY 2008FY 2009FY 2009FY 2010FY 2010FY 2011FY 2011Total ChargesTotal Cha
rges75,42875,42875,76875,76882,79282,79295,40295,40293,27793,27799,92299,92299,9479
9,947RaceRace26,74026,74027,23827,23830,51030,51033,93733,93733,57933,57935,89035,
89035,39535,39535.50%35.50%35.90%35.90%37.00%37.00%35.60%35.60%36.00%36.00%3
5.90%35.90%35.40%35.40%SexSex23,09423,09423,24723,24724,82624,82628,37228,37228,
02828,02829,02929,02928,53428,53430.60%30.60%30.70%30.70%30.10%30.10%29.70%29.
70%30.00%30.00%29.10%29.10%28.50%28.50%National OriginNational Origin8,0358,0358,3
278,3279,3969,39610,60110,60111,13411,13411,30411,30411,83311,83310.70%10.70%11.0
0%11.00%11.40%11.40%11.10%11.10%11.90%11.90%11.30%11.30%11.80%11.80%Religio
nReligion2,3402,3402,5412,5412,8802,8803,2733,2733,3863,3863,7903,7904,1514,1513.10%
3.10%3.40%3.40%3.50%3.50%3.40%3.40%3.60%3.60%3.80%3.80%4.20%4.20%ColorColor1



,0691,0691,2411,2411,7351,7352,6982,6982,9432,9432,7802,7802,8322,8321.40%1.40%1.60
%1.60%2.10%2.10%2.80%2.80%3.20%3.20%2.80%2.80%2.80%2.80%Retaliation - All
StatutesRetaliation - All Statutes22,27822,27822,55522,55526,66326,66332,69032,69033,6133
3,61336,25836,25837,33437,33429.50%29.50%29.80%29.80%32.30%32.30%34.30%34.30%
36.00%36.00%36.30%36.30%37.40%37.40%Retaliation - Title VII onlyRetaliation - Title VII only
19,42919,42919,56019,56023,37123,37128,69828,69828,94828,94830,94830,94831,42931,42
925.80%25.80%25.80%25.80%28.30%28.30%30.10%30.10%31.00%31.00%31.00%31.00%3
1.40%31.40%AgeAge16,58516,58516,54816,54819,10319,10324,58224,58222,77822,77823,
26423,26423,46523,46522.00%22.00%21.80%21.80%23.20%23.20%25.80%25.80%24.40%2
4.40%23.30%23.30%23.50%23.50%DisabilityDisability14,89314,89315,57515,57517,73417,73
419,45319,45321,45121,45125,16525,16525,74225,74219.70%19.70%20.60%20.60%21.40%
21.40%20.40%20.40%23.00%23.00%25.20%25.20%25.80%25.80%Equal Pay ActEqual Pay A
ct9709708618618188189549549429421,0441,0449199191.30%1.30%1.10%1.10%1.00%1.00
%1.00%1.00%1.00%1.00%1.00%1.00%0.90%0.90%GINAGINA2012012452450.20%0.20%0.2
0%0.20%EEOC Litigation Statistics FY 1997-FY 2011 (Cont’d)EEOC Note: To improve the
clarity and completeness of the data on EEOC litigation activities, EEOC has changed the
format for presenting the count of cases filed and resolved by statute. Previously, cases were
included in a statute’s count only if that statute was the only statute involved. Suits filed under
multiple statutes were listed in a separate “concurrent” category. The new format includes suits
under each statute alleged, resulting in some suits being counted in more than one statute.
There is no longer a concurrent category.In addition, recent data validation efforts have caused
changes in some of the counts, and in the annual amounts of monetary benefits.Last accessed
at http://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/statistics/enforcement/litigation.cfmNot surprisingly, then, the EPL
insurance market quickly expanded in the 1990s, and in 1998 ISO introduced its first standard
Employment Related Practices Liability (ERPL) form. ISO intended its form to become the
industry standard.10 Since 1998 the ISO ERPL form has gone through several revisions. In
2009, ISO introduced two versions of its form: one with joint limits for defense and indemnity [EP
00 01 11 09], and one with separate limits for defense and indemnity [EP 00 02 11 09].Cases on
EPL insurance coverage are generally decided under state insurance or contract law, even when
lawsuits are brought under federal statutes and in federal court. As with most insurance policies,
the terms and conditions of the policies themselves control coverage. When there is a dispute
over those terms and conditions, federal courts will apply state law in reaching a
decision.Practice Tip: The number of insurers that offer EPL coverage changes from year to
year, but at least fifty insurers offering the coverage can be found at most points in time. While
the ISO forms have been adopted by some smaller insurers, large to mid-size insurers generally
still use their own forms. Nevertheless, the ISO forms have become influential and have helped
standardize many of the basic coverages and exclusions. The ISO forms offer a baseline for
comparison with policies and forms from other insurers.Advanced AnalysisClaims for EPL
coverage may include many standard issues that are common to all insurance policies, as well



as those that are specific to employment practices. These issues are: •  claims-made versus
occurrence coverage,reporting/notice requirements, •  application misrepresentations, • 
covered wrongful acts, •  defense restrictions, •  package policies, and •  EPL
endorsements. •  claims-made versus occurrence coverage,reporting/notice requirements,  • 
application misrepresentations,  •  covered wrongful acts,  •  defense restrictions, •  package
policies, and •  EPL endorsements. Claims-Made vs. OccurrenceThe ISO policies, and virtually
all other EPL policies, are claims-made rather than occurrence policies. As the Connecticut
Supreme Court recently observed “The purpose behind ‘claims-made’ insurance [is] ‘to limit [the
insurer’s] liability to a fixed period of time.’ … This increased certainty permits an insurer to
charge lower premiums for this particular species of policy.”11 Thus, most EPL policies cover
claims that are first made during the policy period, including claims for acts occurring prior to the
effective date of the policy, as long as the claim is first made during the policy period. 12 An
“occurrence” policy protects the insured from liability for errors or acts done during the policy
period, while a claims-made policy protects the insured against claims asserted during the
policy period.13 Cases involving the issue of claims-made versus occurrence generally concern
the question of what did the insured know and when did it become known. Dates are critical to
establishing coverage in EPL cases.Claim. Most EPL policies define “claim” to mean either a
written demand for relief or legal proceedings seeking damages. This definition will usually
encompass demand letters, administrative notices such as EEOC charges, and a traditional civil
summons and complaint.For example, the 2009 ISO policy has the following definition, which
appears relatively straightforward:“Claim” means a “suit” or demand made by or for a current,
former or prospective “employee” for damages because of an alleged “wrongful act.”14The ISO
policy then demonstrates the complexity of EPL coverage, by providing a detailed definition of
the term “suit” that encompasses civil suits, arbitration, mediation, and administrative
proceedings15:“Suit” means a civil proceeding in which damages because of a “wrongful act” to
which this insurance applies are alleged, including:1. An arbitration proceeding in which such
damages are claimed and to which the insured must submit or does submit with our consent;2.
Any other alternative dispute resolution proceeding in which such damages are claimed and to
which the insured submits with our consent; or3. Any administrative proceeding or hearing
conducted by a government agency (federal, state or local) having the proper legal authority
over the matter in which such damages are claimed.
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